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Five Amendments Considered

Council Session Busy

PRACTICE MAKES perfect is the filing of Alpha Gomma Delta
sorority. Working out for the Beta 500, this Friday, are Barb L.
Main (left), Linda A. Kelik (right) pushing and Linda K. Nye,
driving. (Photo by Mike Kuhlin).

By TIM CULEK
Staff Writer
Student Council, with Tom Liber
presiding over his last meeting
as student body president, passed
two constitutional amendments and
discussed three others last night.
Council passed by a voice vote
an amendment sponsored by Rick
Helwlg, student body presidentelect, that called for the establishment of The Student Academic
Affairs Board to promote student
participation lnUnlversltyacademlc affairs.
The Board will establish a student advisory board composed of
student representatives from each
department In each college. The
Board will also consult with the
University Academic Council regarding curriculum and academic
advising, and will conduct the
course and professor evaluations.
By another voice vote Council
passed another Helwlg amendment
calling for the creation of the
position of Clerk of Council. The
Clerk will be responsible for placing legislation on the Council
docket and keeping track of legislation being considered by Council and under study by committees.
Both amendments must be passed
again at the next Council meeting.
Presented for discussion was
an amendment calling for the elim-

Viet Students Confused
On War, Draft Issues
By ALEXANDER JACK
Special To The B-G News
(The following article Is the
third In a series on student views
in Saigon. For reasons of security, names of Individuals Interviewed and organizational affiliations will not generally be used
--Ed.)
SAIGON, -- "Vietnamese students are deferred, while some
U. S. students are drafted," one
teacher actively opposed to the
war commented. "That Is the only
thing we are ashamed of. But It's
not our fault. We are shameful
of President Johnson and the
South Vietnamese government. If
they can prove their policy, we
will join the army. But they cannot."
In Vietnam men from age 2035 face conscription Into the army.
But while American students In
good academic standing can be
called up for falling the Selective
Service deferment test or for low
class ranking, Vietnamese students can be Inducted only after
completing their final degree or
falling class exams two years In
a row.
Despite their more liberal deferment status, Vietnamese students, when called mustservefour
years as against only two In the
States. Another difference between the two systems is that
Vietnamese youth, opposed to war
on
religious grounds, cannot
register for alternative service
as can pacifists in America.
The sole exception to this rule
is Buddhist monks and Catholic

priests, who sometimes volunteer
as army chaplln», but except
for special political circumstances
are not required to serve.
Consequently, for those Vietnamese youths who oppose the
war on philosophical or political
grounds and who do not want to
join the Liberation Front either,
the only alternatives are Illegally
buying their way out of the army,
hiding out in the city or countryside, fleeing to Cambodia or to
Hong Kong, or going to prison.
Bribing an official In the Ministry of Defense to alter the records averages 60,000 plasters
($500). Students report that this
practice is almost universal among wealthy Vietnamesefamllles
In Saigon and also among the Chinese in nearby Cholon who do not
want to participate In what they

Ford To Speak
On GOP In '68]
Gerald R. Ford (R. Mich.),i
minority leader in the U.S.'
House of Representatives, willi
speak on the outlook of the Republican Party for 1968 tonight |
at 8 in the Ballroom.
Ford's speech, which Is free/
and open to the public, will be'
the first of several events slated /
for Greek Week. Preceding his
speech will be a torch-lighting
ceremony In front of the Union,'
and a short speech by Wallace j
W. Taylor, dean of men.

consider an Internal Vietnamese
conflict.
For the many Vietnamese poor,
the prospects of serving In ARVN,
the Army of the Republic of Vietnam, are often demoralizing, "if
we were Invaded by Cambodia,
Thialand, or China, we would
fight," one student said. "But
not against North Vietnam. We
don;t know what we're fighting
for, or for whom. We are exploited by this or that government and general. We are taught
to fight for freedom and Independence, but there are no signs
of progress, Just corruption."
In some provinces in the country
ARVN troops have a tacit understanding with the Vietcong to leave
each other alone. For Instance,
an American Special Forces adviser In the Highlands province
of Phouc Long remarked, "We
cannot get the Vietnamese to
fight." He estimated that during
any given one-month period ARVN
troops would make contact with
the enemy only one or two times,
and then usually by accident.
The nearest thing to alternative service work inSouthVletnam
is the Revolutionary Development
teams
that engage In rural
pacification and village political
education. RD cadets wear thelr
own uniforms and carry weapons
and thus consider themselves a
special branch of the armed forces.
At the non-governmental level,
several youth organizations carry
out volunteer work projects. Most
notable among these groups Is the
(Continued on Page 4)

ination of the Panhellenlc Council, Interfraternlty Council, Mens
Interresldence Hall Council, and
Association of Women Students,
representatives to Council.,
The amendment, sponsored by
Helwlg and Ashley Brown, student body vice president-elect,
also provides for the election of
three freshman representatives to
Council. It states that Interested
freshmen must secure 25 signatures on a petition to be eligible
to run for office. If more than
15 candidates meet this requirement the Student Leadership and
Service Board will select 15 candidates on the basis of Individual
Interviews.
The amendment also calls for
five elections a year: early fall,
fall, winter, early spring, and late
spring. The housing unit representatives and officers will be
elected at the early fall election.

Homecoming queen and her court
will be elected at the fall election. Key King and Queen will
be elected at the winter election. Student body officers, class
representatives, and class off leers
will be elected at the spring election, and May Queen and her court
will be elected at the late spring
election.
Another Helwlg and Brown
amendment discussed at the meeting calls for all election rules
and policies established by the
student body election board to
be approved by Council.
An amendment to do away with
all faculty advisors to Council
was presented by I,ee McClelland,
sophomore class president, and
discussed by Council.
The new amendments will be
voted on for the first time at
the next Council meeting.

Candidate's Appeal
Goes Before Court
An appeal of a Student Council
decision upholding the spring student body election will be heard
by Student Court at 3 pjn. Thursday In the Court Room In Shatzel
Hall basement.
Jeffry B. Wltjas, an unsuccessful candidate for student body vice
president, has charged that: (1)
students voted twice, (2) his
chances of being elected were
hurt by an erroneous listing of
his opponent's name on the ballot,
and (3) the 50 cent charge for a
lost voting card represented an
illegal poll tax.
Student Council, at Its last meeting, accepted a recommendation
by Tom Liber, student body president, and Bill West, student election board chairman, that the
spring election be upheld.
If the court rules In favor of
a new election, all student body
officers and class representatives
to council will have to face a new
election.
The listing of Jim Logan on the
election ballot as Jeff Logan hurt
Wltjas' chances of being elected,
Wltjas said. Wltjas also claimed
the 50 cent charge for a lost
voting card Is a poll tax and
therefore violates both the Student Body and United States Constitutions.

The forecast for today Is partly
cloudy and continued unseasonable
cool. High In the 50s. Fair and
cold again tonight.

In other court action, Richard
B. Helwlg, Student Body president-elect, was fined $10 for an
election rules violation. Helwlg
was convicted of having his supporters distribute campaign literature door-to-door In Harm on Hall
of Founders Quadrangle.
Also, E. B. Rice, Sophomore
Class president-elect, pleaded
guilty to a charge of displaying
two campaign posters on one sandwich board. Rice was fined $3.

Civil Rights Play
Opens Tonight
The University Theatre Is presenting its second production of
an American Playwrights Theatre
(APT) offering, "And People All
Around." This controversial play
by George Sklar Is being performed
In the Joe E. Brown Theatre tonight through Sunday.
Curtain time Is 8:15 pjn. for
all performances.
Based on incidents similar to
the events surrounding the murder
of three civil rights workers In
Mississippi, "And People All
Around" Is a "hard-hitting,frank,
brutal" drama about the burial
of human rights that took place
In that "hot summer of '64."
The story is told from the point
of view of a sympathetic southern
white llber-1 who becomes Involved
In civil rights activities. He observes the murder of the three
young men and is faced with the
excruciating decision of whether
or not he should reveal his knowledge.
His torment, as he tried to live
with the image of bestiality shown
by his fellow townsmen together
with the certain knowledge that
his testimony would endanger his
life and yet would not lead to any
convictions, makes up the fabric
of the latter portion of the play.
The play employs a number of
unusual techniques Including the
use of a chorus, not unlike those
employed In Greek drama.
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CAMPUS HART-LINE

Reneges On Commitment
Call For Re-Election

Because of errors and oversights by the Elections Board, a reelection for student officers should be held. The election Is being
contested on three grounds.
The first concern Is the voting cards.
Anyone with 50 cents could purchase a vote card. Because the only
thing done to the card was to punch It and no attempt was made to keep
a record of who voted, one person could vote any number of times as
long as he had a valid card.
The second arises from the listing of a candidate's name.
Jim Logan's name appeared on the vice-presidential ballot as Jeff
Logan. Since many know Jeff Wltjas^who also ran unsuccessfully as
vice-presidential candidate against Ashley Browuonly as Jeff, It was
Just a matter of guessing the correct Jeff.
The third results from a discrepancy between ordering of categories.
The lnconsistant position of secretary and treasurer, different on the
ballot than on the list of candidates, also caused confusion. In such
a serious Instance as voting for student body officers, mistakes such
as these must not be overlooked.
Student Body President Tom Liber and Elections Board Chairman
Bill West examined the election protest and recommended that the
proposal for a new election be rejected. "If we upheld this contesting
of the election, we would have to hold an entirely new election, and we
don't think that this Is feasible," West said.
Jeff Wltjas, who made the claim, appealed their decision, and the
matter was referred to Student Court which is to hear the case Thursday.
The weight of evidence appears to point to an unfair election that
could well have worked against some candidates.
Student Court should decide in favor of a new election. Responsibility
and Justice must be maintained, and a new election Is the way to do It.

By JACK HARTMAN
Columnist
The campus Including this columnist has been deceived by the
integrity of the radical movement
as manifested by the local Student for a Democratic Society
(SDS) chapter.
In the beginning I was pleased
and encouraged by the functions
that SDS and its followers performed. Their peaceful protests
and purposeful projects, such as
"Gentle Thursday," convinced me
of their worthwhile purpose.
Through Informal contacts, I was
impressed by their sincerity and
perceptlveness. It allayed my fears
about any possible subversive influence, and I came to accept them
as an Integral part of campus
life.
Individually and collectively,
they performed Important services
on behalf of the student community.
One notable service was a review of the proposed policy on
student disturbances prepared by

one of the members.
At least one member regularly
attended Student Council meetings.
Attempts at conscienclous contribution to debate were usually made
although some members had an
affinity for rhetoric that clouded
the point they wished to make.
In the recent all-campus elections, I supported the SDS- supported candidate for president of
the Student Body because I felt
that his alternatives were preferable to those offered by his
opponent. I felt that Student Council needed a wholesale revision
with completely new leadership.
The crucial Issue that won me
over was the candidate's willingness to peacefully demonstrate
as a last resort. Notice I emphasize peacefully and last resort. It appeared necessary at the
time for a peaceful demonstration
or two to convince the administration and faculty that students
were very serious In their demand for rights.

"Those Demonstrators Are Getting
More Radical All The Time"

MOES-Y-ING AROUND

Council Called
6
Un-Happening'
By WILLIAM MOF.S
Columnist
In my search for a "happening",
I attended a few student Council
meetings this past year. The one
quality that stood out in my mind
about all of them was their uniformity. Since few take the time
to go to these boring bashes for
inflated egos, here is a short
Insight into a typical meeting.
They never start on time, that
would be too bush-league. But
between 7:15 and 8:00 the gavel
finally falls, and all are quiet to
listen to the opening prayer or
Invocation. It usually goes something like this:
"May all our enemies realize
that It is difficult to accomplish
anything and easy to criticize. It
is our hope that the outside world
of reality realizes this. Amen."
After a few useless preliminaries, we move into old business. Dusting off papers left unattended since the last meeting,
the bill to legalize Student Council
is read and passed for the last
time with no discussion. It seems
like a good idea to the members.
Why weren't the students of the
University asked what they
thought?
The section of the meeting called
new business Is then moved Into.
One member rises and asks the
other members what they think
of water In the rest-rooms. Joe
Smith (names changed for my protection) says If Council members
want it then It should be passed.
No one really cares so only the
next hour and a half Is spent
discuss ing the merits and demerits
of water In the rest-rooms.
Some -rf the questions raised
were Do we need It now? Should
the students have the cost tacked
on to their fees? Will the Greeks
get mad? Will SDS picket these
agents of cleansing? Should it be
condensed or the real thing?
Finally the Idea was tabled by
the President as being too controversial. Anyway, he didn't know
whether the Administration would
like it, and the student-rights man
wasn't interested in getting the
Power Tower mad. Once again, the
real rights of the students were
defined as anything C ouncll
members
and Administration
members agreed on, and the
Council members give In easily.

The next few minutes of discussion centered around a petition
signed by 500 students wanting
the cessation of gun-carrying by
the campus cops. To get it out of
the way, the petition was referred
to a long forgotten committee
established for Just this purpose.
The third and final piece of
legislation was introduced by a
member of the minority party.
The majority party, DOWN, decided that it should be sent to the
Committee To ForgetOppositlon's
Legislation. The minority realized
that to get along one must tag
along and sang glorious Hosannas
in grateful appreciation.
Then, In the quickest movement
seen all evening, the meeting was
adjourned. All members stayed
around for a while, though, hoping
a member of the News team would
come over and ask for comment
on the proceedings. Although few
said anything during the meeting,
all wanted their name in the paper
next to some "pronouncement Intelligent la."
Although many things can be
said about a Council meeting, one
that won't bring any dissent from
this corner Is: It sure isn't much
of a "happening."

LETTER TO THE EDITOR

'Three Cheers' For Bridges?
A few remarks concerning the
East-West Trade Conference held
Thursday, May 4, seem very
necessary.
Come, oh paragons of Uberallsm-glve us the "truth", not an
impartial evaluation of East-West
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At Thursday's Student Council
meetingj the SDS members and
followers, who presumably put
principle above all else, literally
destroyed themselves.
About 12 of them assembled
at the Council session to protest
the closed sessions that Council
had been holding to determine the
appointees to student court and
traffic court Justice positions.
Council leaders defended the
closed sessions on the grounds
that the Interviews of the candidates and ensuing dlsscussion
were too highly personal to be
made public.
The SDS group contended that
Council was a publlcally elected
body of public officials who should
hold public deliberations.
Council president Tom Liber
tried to avoid a confrontation
Thursday when he announced a
slate of suggested appointments
to the remaining vacant court positions and urged a vote on them
as a group. Opponents narrowly
mustered more than one third
of the votes to defeat Liber's
move and force a showdown.
Soon a motion was made and
approved to go into a closed session to hammer out the appointees.
Vigorous debate over the closed
policy ensued culminating when
an SDS leader read a statement
pledging a "sit-in" If Council
moved into a closed session.
Then came the moment of truth.
Liber asked all non-members to
leave the room. Three of 12 SDS
members and followers remained
seated for a few moments while
other spectators filed out, but,
before all had left, the three ceased
to balk and walked out themselves.
In ess ens e, the last people on
campus to compromise and the
first to protest had buckled under
and failed to live up to their principles. They reneged on a commitment to sit-in minutes after
making the commitment.
We have been deceived. The
mighty principled group of the
New Left had tripped over its own
feet.
The older but wiser faculty
member was right when he told
me, "The local SDS group Is made
up of low-grade liberals; they
couldn't hold a placard at Berkeley."
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trade. Give us the "free,"
"liberal" version, human virtue
can conquer all, but let's throw
in a little economics Just for kicks.
Let's "reapproach"the USSR, and
forget Soviet duplicity in Korea
and Vietnam? Let's trade with the
USSR I With out profits we can buy
coffins for our dead in Vietnam
(Americans killed by Soviet munitions, missies, etc.).
By exploring "avenues of cooperation," we can build bridges
(three cheers) with capitalism and
communism?? Specifically, we
could extend long term credit to
USSR who presently owes the USA
and the U.N., millions of dollars,
years-decades overdue. Let'sforget the diversity and antagonisms
of the past(l) (have you forgotten
Berlin and Vietnam Gentlemen?)
Let us, true liberals (?), worship
together (In University Ballroom),
a fabled world trailing clouds of
glory and goodness.
Can there be a sacrilege In this
worship by presenting opinions
opposed to more East-Westtrade7
The true liberal (dreamer if you
wish) says "no." There were only
a few passing remarks concerning
the opposite view.
Fven considering the one-sided
discourse, reality, present reality
was of minor concern.Trading with
Russia is curiously at variance
with the practice of Soviet missies

raining down on Da Nang and American citizens.
Further, we are told that the
USSR must aid and abet the Viet
Cong and North Vietnam In order
to "save face" in the communist
world. I s not the Kremlin the leader
in formulating communist policy?
Ceralnly that Is where most communist nations look for aid and
accepted party line. It seems that
lesser communist entitles must
cater to the whims of Russia Instead of Russia "losing face" to
them.
Perhaps the Icing to the cake
was the remark equating America's greatness to her goodness
(witness US's spiralling crime
rate). This pat "liberal" expression keeps popping up again and
again; perhaps it will die of old
age (I hope).
Liberalism Is not a bad thing
but taking everyone at face value
who calls himself one, is naive
in the least. What were these
men who spoke Thursday?
That, dear students. Is for you
to decide. I give you two possibilities: (1) they are presenting
both sides of the question in true
liberal fashion or, (2) they are
nothing more then a blue-ribbon
pressure group bidding for support
and a spotlight.
W, Jarrett
Rm. 222 (fen. A
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VISTA Brings Hope AFROTC Honors
13 Cadets, 5 Angels
To Slum Residents

I

They devote one year of their
lives to making the touch of poverty less chilling, Its taste less
bitter, and the despair It brings
' less inevitable.
They can be found In slum tenements fighting exposed electric
wiring, falling plaster, and uncollected garbage; or they can be
found single-handedly teaching 11
classes a day to high school dropl outs.
"They" are the 3,343 VISTA
volunteers, persons who live on
$75 a month so that they can
help others to help themselves.
VISTA (Volunteers In Service to
America) Is a national corps of
workers fighting for the eradication of poverty in the United States.
VISTA Is one of the major programs established by the Economic
Opportunity Act of 1964.
VISTA volunteers are men like
Sam Cornish, a poet and former
library assistant, who fights poverty with a mimeographed magazine in Baltimore.
The magazine, called Chlcery,
Includes poems contributed to
VISTA staff by the residents of
Baltimore's Inner - city. Subject matter of the submitted poems
ranges from an 8-year-old child's
perception that she "don't like
colored children," to an adult's
observation that they "don't need
any windows here, cracks In the
wall let enough light in."
This magazine may not be discovering "literary geniuses," but
It could be giving the discouraged
opportunities to express themselves and to gain confidence.
If you are at least 18 years
old and either a U.S. citizen or
a permanent resident of the U.S.
-- you may qualify as a VISTA
volunteer.
Volunteers are recruited to
serve in six major areas: urban,
rural, migrant, Indian, mental
health, and Job Corps.
They are given $75 a month
for living expenses. An additional
$50 a month is set aside and given
to the volunteer when he completes
his service.
Volunteers may re-enllst for no
more than two years after they
have completed their first year.
After a year in VISTA, most volunteers find themselves highly
sought after by social agencies.
VISTA also sponsors a summer
program for those who cannot devote a full year's service.
Married couples may apply to
train and work together in VISTA
if they have no dependents under
18.
Presently the oldest VISTA recruit is 85-years-old, the youngest
is 18-years old. Volunteers come
from Industry, labor, farms, small
towns, big cities, the professions,
the military, the office, the classroom and the kitchen.
These people go to recruiters^
like Harriet II. Hunter, national
field representative for VISTA,
to volunteer to adapt to poverty's
way of life.
VISTA recruiters travel anyway
they can to small towns and large
cities throughout the U.S. Miss
Hunter and Jean Langlie were
selling the VISTA program from
9 ajn. to 5 pjn. Monday and yes-

Rezoned Parking
Gives Commuters
Additional Space
Another parking lot has been
opened for use by commuter students.
Lot H, behind Overman Hall,
will be open for the remainder
of the semester, according to the
Student Council Parking Committee.

terday to students passing through
the Union.
Miss Hunter became a VISTA
recruiter because she "wanted to
get Involved with people, and
wanted to do something. I'd feel
miserable sitting behind a typewriter all day," she said.
Miss Hunter has been a recruiter since September, 1966.
She obtained the Job by passing
a regular Civil Service Examination. She has done undergraduate
work in political science at Tulane University in New Orleans
and at the University of Wales in
Great Britain. She also has done
graduate work in Latin American
studies at the University of
Georgetown, Washington, D.C.
Two years ago she turned down
a Job from the National Bank of

America to teach English In Spain
for $70 a month because, ''I can
work very hard, and get involved
with people."
The VISTA recruiter is "reluctant to take even 10 minutes
to gulp down a sandwich for dinner," said Miss Hunter, "because
most of us Jump at the opportunity to meet people."
The VISTA volunteers and recruiters, young or old,"must have
the desire to serve, the willingness to learn, the patience to teach,
the courage to act, and the insight
that provides the poverty-stricken
with the commodity they need the
most -- hope," states the VISTA
Handbook. "It's not an easy Job.
The best way to discover if you
qualify is to apply."

Thirteen cadets and five angels
were honored at the sixteenth annual. AFROTC Awards Day yesterday.
Cadets were given awards for
outstanding service to the Bowling Green AFROTC Cadet Corps.
The cadets of the semester for
Air Science I, II, III and IV, respectively, are: James H. Meyer,
freshman In the College of Education; Wade A. Ohio, sophomore
in the College of Education; John
Jacobs, Junior In the College of
Liberal Arts; andDennlsW. Brower, senior In the College of Business Administration.
The Publications Award was received by Cadet Ohio.
The Drum and BugleCorpsCommander's award was received by
Cadet David F. McCormlck, junior
in the College of Liberal Arts.
The Drill Team Commander's

Seminar Offers Tour Of Europe
A flag-studded map, a pile of
guide books and a growing stack
of application forms are the only
visible clues that something Is
brewing in the Marketing Department.
Closer scrutiny of the map behind Dr. John R. Davidson's desk
will reveal that the flags have been
placed at 11 strategic European
cities ranging from London to
Madrid.
A second look at one of the guide
books might show the title as
"Europe on $5 a day," and one
has only to mention Europe to bring
a glint to Dr. Davidson's eye
and a talk about his forthcoming
"Summer Seminar On Business
Abroad."

"The summer abroad study program is designed as a unique
educational experience for students in business who wish to have
first-hand knowledge of American
business operations abroad and
other international business problems."
So reads the publicity brochure,
but the brochure can hardly conjure up the magic of the cities
being visited on the 35-day European jaunt.
The group, leaving New York
Aug. 3 and returning Sept. 9,
flies directly to London then in
sequence to Birmingham, Amsterdam, Copenhagen, Stockholm, Dusseldorf, Frankfurt, Milan, Rome,

Barcelona and Madrid.
In each of these major cities
American affiliates of companies
such as Burroughs, DuPont, 3-M,
Gulf Oil, RCA, General Electric
and Eastman Kodak will be visited,
as well as universities and embassies in many of the cities.
The program is limited to male
seniors and graduate students In
business administration and economics and will cost approximately $1,500.
There are one or two places
available and anyone Interested
should contact Dr. Davidson. The
seminar carries with it 6 hours
credit in business for undergraduates and 3 hours for graduate students.

award was received by Robert C.
Runyon, a senior in the College
of Education and the Outstanding
Drill Team Member award went
to cadet Roger Allen Cunning,
freshman in the College of Education.
The Arnold Air Society Distinguished Service Awards were
received by Cadets John D. Allton, John B. Shook, Eric D. Flennlken, John Jacobs, John A. Gll11s and Lloyd B. Wilder.
Angel Flight Distinguished Service Ribbons were awarded to Earleen M. Dennis, senior In the College of Education; Mary J. Zothner, senior in the College of Education; Connie Mesnard, Junior In
the College of Education; Claire
A. rt-tms, sophomore In the College of Liberal Arts; and Marilyn
G. Dukes, junior In the College of
Education.
The Outstanding Angel Award
and the Angel Flight Commander's
Award were received by Miss
Dennis.

YPO Will Give
Panel Session
The Young Presidents* Organization (Y PO) will present a panel
session at 3:30 pjn. today in the
Dogwood Suite.
YPO is a group of men and women
who became presidents of their
companies before they were 40.
YPO has an International membership of more than 2,100 chief
executives who meet to exchange
ideas on mutual problems and to
create an educational environment
to help Its members become better
executives and persons.

Try Comoro-"The Hugger"

Comoro hugs a road closer, straightens a curve easier because it's the
widest stance sportster at its price. It's lower, heavier, too...big-car solid and steady.
You get a better ride, more precise handling for your money.
Ask any Comoro owner, he'll tell you.
Now, during the Camaro Pacesetter Sale,
you also get special savings on specially equipped sport coupes and convertibles.
Save on all this: the 250-eu.-in. Six,
whitewalls, wheel covers, bumper guards, wheel opening moldings, body striping,
deluxe steering wheel, extra brightworlt inside.
And, at no extra cost during the Sale,
get a floor shift for the 3-speed transmission and the sporty hood stripe!
Compare Camaro. See your Chevrolet dealer now.
(Sale savings, too, on specially equipped Fleetside pickups, Model CSTO934.)

CHEVROLET

CAMARO
by Chevrolet

GM
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Students Confused

Registrar Announces Revision
Of Pre-Registration Procedure
Major changes In the pre-registration procedure have been announced by the registrar's office.
Five points are covered In the
change, according to Roy Smith,
assistant registrar.
First, the number of earned
credit hours necessary for specific classification has been
changed. A senior must have 90
or more hours at the end of the
current semester. A junior must
have 60 hours, a sophomore 30
hours, and a student with less
than 30 hours will be classified
as a freshman.
The previous requirements
were: 90 hours to be classified
a senior, 56 hours to be a Junior and 24 hours to be a sophomore.

Second, honors students will be
eligible to report for pre-registration In the same alphabetical pattern as regular seniors.
Previously, honors students could
register at their convenience.
Third, student teaching registration will be accomplished by
mall. Those students who will
be student teaching In the fall
will receive registration materials with their teaching assignments. At this time they will
register for the student teaching
•'block," F.ducatlon 402, 408, 409.
Fourth, pictures will be taken
for new Identification cards during
the upcoming pre- registration.
The cards will be sent out before the fall semester with the
fees receipts.

Pre-Registration Schedule!
Pre-registration of undergraduates Is scheduled for the Grand Hallroom on May 15, 16, 17, and 18. Graduate Students will have an
opportunity to pre- register In the Dogwood Suite M ay 19.
Approved schedules will be accepted In accordance with the schedule
below. The Administrative Service Charge will not be payable prior
to pre- registration.
Students who are unable to submit an approved list of courses at
the time Indicated by the schedule may report at a time later In the
schedule.
SENIORS (90 or more sem. hrs. at end of current semester)
and HONORS PROGRAM STUDENTS
May 15
8:30 Rel-Rz
8:45 Pie-R eh
9:00O-Pld
9:15 Moo-N
9:30McK-Mon
9:45Ma-McJ

10:00 Sa-Sel
10:15Sem-Smh
10:30 Sml-Stn
10:45 Sto-Tlc
11:00 Tld-Wah
11:15 Wal-Wllk
11:30 Wlll-Z

1:00
1:15
1:30
1:45
2:00
2; 15
2:30

Laq-Laz
Klq-Lap
J-Klp
Hep-1
Gro-Heo
Gaq- Grn
F-Gap

2:45 A- Baq
3:00 Bar-Bis
3:15 Blt-Brot
3:30 Brou-Chao
3:45Chap-Cre
4:00 Crf- Don
4;15Doo-E

JUNIORS (60-89 sem. hrs. at end of current semester)
May 16
8:15R1-Rz
10:15 Sem-Smh
1:30 Joh-Kk
3:30 Bern-Brh
8:30 Pop-Rh
10:30 Sml-Stn
1:45 Hoh-JOg
3:45 Brl-Caq
8:45 Pan-Poo
10:45 Sto-Tlc
2:00 Harp-Hog
4:0(1 Car-Oonr
9:00 Ne-Pam
ll:0Tld-Wah
2:15Gor-Haro
4:15('.ons-l)av
9:15Mlm-Nd
11:15 Wal-Wllk
2:30 Fri-Goq
9:30McD-MJl
11:30 Wlll-Z
2:45 Fa-Frh
May 17
9:45Ma-McC
1:00 1 as-1 z
3:00 A-Bak
8:15 Daw-Dr
10:00 Sa-Sel
1:15 Kl-Lar
8:30 Ds-1•
3:15 Hal-Derm
SOPHOMORES (30-59 sem. hrs. at end of current semester)
May 17
8:45 Rle-Rz
11:30 Shop-Sm
9:30 Bart-Herq
3:30 Joi-Kim
9:O0Ra-Rld
l:00Sn-Ste
3:45 Hu-Joh
9:45 Berr-llov
9:15 Pie- Pz
1: IS Stf-Taw
4:00 Hens-llt
10:0(1 llow-lir
9:30Ot-Pid
1:30 Tax-iz
4:15 Ham-llcnr 10:15 lis-carl
9:45 Nem-Os
l:45U-Wap
10:30 (.arm-Co;'.
10:00 M oo-Nel
2:00 Waq-Wh
May IK
10:45 COh-Cl
10:15 Meq-Mon
2:15 Wi-Wo
3:15 Gr-Hal
11:01) Cu- Do
10:30 Mc-Mep
2:30 Wp-Z
8:30 Frl-Gq
11:15 Df-DZ
10:45 Ma-Mh
2:45 I.en-Lz
11:30 i:
8:45 Fa-Frh
11:00 sa-scht
3:00 Kre-I.em
9:00 Aa-Ar
11:15 Schu-Shoo
3:15 Kin-Krd
9:15 As-liars
FRESHMEN (less than 30 sem. hrs. at end of current sem ester)
May IS
1:45 Sa-Mn
2:45 (Ion-Km •
3:4s Deo-Hz
1:00 Ph-K
2:00 Sn-T
3:00 Gran-Horn
4:00 C-Da v
1:15 Moo-I'g
2:15 U-Z
4:15 Daw-1.
3:15 F-Grag
1:30 Ma-Mon
2:30 Kn-I.
3:30 A-1 lea

Students who will attend summer
school should make It known when
their picture Is taken. Delivery
of identification cards for these
students will be expedited.
Fifth, the Administrative Service Charge of $10 Is no longer
payable prior to registration. This
charge will be Incorporated In
the fees charge.
M r. C lark gave some hints which
he feels will help students preregister with the least trouble.
He asks that students not report to the Ballroom before their
scheduled time. Mr. Clark said
that he can almost guarantee that
no student will have to wait In
line if he shows up at or a little
after his scheduled appointment.
He also asks that students not
cut a class to register, since the
chances are that he will not find
anything which will not be available later.
A board with a listing of open
sections will be kept on the first
floor of the Administration Bldg.
This board will be kept as upto-date as possible by telephone.
Information sheets which were
previously checked by students at
the time of pre-registration will
be mailed beforehand and used
as a ticket of admission.

CAMPUS
CALENDAR
Rising liberal arts seniors who
have not obtained a senior report
form should come to 217 Administration Bldg.
Delta Phi Delta, the art honorary
society, will meet tonight at 6
In the design room.
• * *
Students
for a Democratic
Society will meet today at 4 p.m.
In 202 Manna.
• * •
The Women's Intramural Association will hold their annual
WAKAN,May 17 at Oak Openings.
Members are reminded to turn
in their reservations and 75 cents
by Friday noon, to the Intramural
Office In the Women's Bldg.

(Continued from Page 1)
National Voluntary Service, a nonpolitical student organization with
headquarters In Saigon.
Youth workers also complain
that they are limited to working
In government-controlled strongholds. Disputing the official explanation that the government fears
for their personal safety, one experienced organizer suggested, "If
we were allowed to go Into Vletcong - controlled areas, ARVN
would have a duty to protect us,
but It could not and would lose
face.
Actually, the volunteers
have no problems with the V letCong, because they help the
people."
Despite their small scale, programs like NVS are beginning
to win the allegiance of a gen-

BG Jazz Band
Wins 2nd Place
"Much spirit and promise," the
Judge's critique sheet said.
This observation helped win a
second place award for the University's laboratory jazz band at
a recent competition for Ohio Jazz
groups.
"We are disappointed at not
receiving first place," said Louis
E. M.irinl, instructor In the School
of Music and faculty director of
the 18-man band, "but since this
is our first competitive experience
we will gladly accept second
place--until next time."
The band was organized In September by James M. Pekare, junior
In the College of Education, with
the help of Emanuel Rubin, Instructor in the School of Music
and adviser to the band.
"We rehearse twice a week on
our own time," 1'ekaresaid,"and,
of course, more--much more-before a performance."
Receiving outstanding Individual
awards for solo work were David
E. Gobel, sophomoreintheCollege
of Education, and Larry A. KoBolowski, junior in the College of
Education.
Gobel plays the trombone and
Kosolowski, the saxophone.
The band made two public appearances prior to the competition.
The first was at the HOPE Charity
Marathon and the second was a
recital.
Other members of the band include Uernd Klosterfelde, Shade
Ashley, Ron Follas, Dan Snyder,
John Garren, Tim Banker, Bob
Zlerolf, Tom Pearce,AlMaximuk,
Jim Hicks, BUI Woycltzky, Chet
Hughes, Richard Kramer, Charles
Pagnard and Gordon Stump.

; Spring Term Study
Cruise on the
Mediterranean
uiiiieiMijr
uid:>y in Architectural I Art History:
University Classes

May 19
Graduate Students
July 18
Open Registration

September 1(>
8:0.1-12:00 (Irad. students only

September is
8:30 a.m.-7:3(J p.ni. Open Regis.
September 19
8:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m. Open Regis.

ACCOUNTING MAJORS
Investigate career opportunities in the Auditor General Department of the State of Michigan. Top- quality, graduate accountants with minimum of 21 semester hours In accounting are now
being appointed to outstanding Department of Civil Service
positions.
It's a challenging professional auditing career. You report
on activities of all branches of State government - employing
40,000 people. Advancement opportunities are excellent. Good
pay. Starting range $7,475 to $7,830. Senior staff auditors
can earn $12,026 with substantially higher earnings for principal audit supervisors and audit specialists. Employees enjoy
all Michigan Civil Service liberal fringe benefits.
Write today for "Career Opportunities" booklet. Mr. Albert
Lee, C.P.A., Auditor General, 567 Holllster Building,Lansing,
Michigan 48933. An equal opportunity employer.

1968

Rome, Pompeii, Alexandria,
Cairo, Luxor, Baalbek, Ephesus,
Istanbul, Athens. Assissi,
Crete. Sicily and others.

From March 20th to May 19. 1968, learn from
shipboard lectures
then visit the great
historical sites lor maximum appreciation
190 students will study under professors Irom
American Universities on a newly commissioned,
fully air conditioned study cruise ship.
Write lor complete details and an application
today Space limited Sponsored by Foreign
Language League Schools, a non-profit, tax
exempt organization Prices vary from $1349 to
$1489. depending on stateroom. Clip coupon
below and mail today
To: Foreign Language League Schools

P.O Box 1920

*

Salt Lake City Utah 84110

eratlon of war-weary students. Yet
the government still has not Indicated any plans to recognize
service work on an equal par with
defense-related activities in the
nation's effort to end the war.
Indeed, students who leave school
to work In the rural communities
face lmmedite conscription.
After outlining the growing gap
between youth and government policy-makers, one student worker
summed up the dilemma his friends
and he face In this way: "A young
man who doesn't fight Is considered
a coward In our country. But
we think there are many ways
to serve one's country. To kill
VC isn't the only way.

Everyone
likes
a
confident
girl

Haven't you ever noticed that
the difference between popular
girls and not-so-popular girls is
that popular girls always seem
poised, assured and self-confident?
Well, the chances are good
that a self-assured girl has
made certain that she can stay
that way every day of the
month. With Tampax tampons.
■ Tampax tampons help a girl
stay at her ease every day of
the month. They're reliable.
When in place internally they
are completely invisible. And
tell-tale odor just doesn't form.
No pins, no pads, no belts, no
bulges with Tampax tampons.
They're the modern discreet sanitary protection. Your hands need
never touch the tampon,
and both the tampon and its
silken-smooth applicator can be
flushed away.
You can dance, ride, swim or
wear your most attractive
clothes any time - and rest assured that your secret is your
own. Wouldn't that make you
more confident?

■

Drcta by "Guy D"
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A Search For Perfection?
Guy's Idea Of A 'Chaseable'

Perfect Man-

By JACKIE WORDEN
Feature Writer

He's Around
I
.

1

i

,

By BILL DIAMOND
Feature Writer
"Car 67-"Be on the lookout for a neat,
well-dressed man.
"He Is believed to be living somewhere on the campus of Bowling
Green. This man Is wanted for
questioning by a number of women
students. He may be dangerous
and can get out of any situation
gracefully. That Is all."
A number of woman students
were asked by the News to determine their Ideas of this man—of
the perfect man. Men, If you fit
the following qualifications, you
may be among society's 10 most
wanted men.
Are you Intelligent and considerate? Are you a moderate
drinker and smoker? Are yougregarlous?
Most of the woman students
interviewed expected their "perfect man" to be Intelligent.Sharon
Lee Derrenberger, Junior in the
C o liege of Business Administration, said her perfect man
"doesn't have to get good marks
consistently, but he should show
some responsibility by going to
classes regularly."
Along these same lines, Ellen
L. Leach, freshman In the College
of Education, said the perfect man
"could be on warning as long as
he is trying."
Personality was another highranking factor. The perfect man
should be a little bit different
than the average man and Judy K.
Campbell, sophomore In the
College of Education, wanted Mm
to "have a nice smile."
More important than just being
a date, Virginia A. Stelnfurth,
freshman in the College of Education, said he "has to be a
friend." A woman cannot fall in
love unless she likes a man first.
She also said it is possible to
"like someone so much that you
cannot love him."
Sally D. Askey, sophomore in
the College of Education, felt that
the most important qualities were
' • tolerance and understandlng-with
these hecouldsolveanysituation."
Miss Askey also said the perfect
man would "do little things just
for the heck of it."
To Miss Stelnfurth these little
things meant a phone call to "let
you know he is thinking about you."
To Christine M. Uieri, sophomore
In the College of Liberal Arts,
"he would have to be open-minded
enough not to condemn my SDS
button."
Von Rae Wood, junior In the
College of Education, said the
perfect man should have
"standards and ideas not too rigid
to bind, yet he should follow them."
As far as vices are concerned,
most women want to date a man
who is able to hold smoking, drinking, and cursing to a minimum.
One student said she didn't care
what he did as long as she did
not hear about It.
Sandra K. Williams, sophomore
in the College of Education, was
violently opposed to the term.
Miss Williams said "too many
women classify men as being
"cool", but what is it? Cool is an
adolescent word and should not
be used."
Strange, but only two or three
women mentioned that the perfect
man had to be affectionate. One
would think they were in a minority.
Fortunately, Beverly J. Flower,
sophomore in the College of Education, was not afraid to say what
she was thinking. "He wouldn't be
A man unless he had some vices,
but he has to love me lots and
lots. I don't care much for public

->

m

for what they are, and be versatile. She must also be able to
enjoy a boxing match or an opera,
Ah--what spring does to the and she should be happy with herself."
minds of mice and menl ConThere was more than one vote
versations, fancies and students
for
the natural look.
turn to love.
"A girl should wear a minimum
Books are not nearly as enticamount of make-up," commented
ing as panty raids.
Herb Bias, freshman in Education.
"She should have a good sense of
oh--the spirit of the chasel...
humor, be broad-minded, domestic
and who are the changeable? Here
and like sports. The most imare the answers, right from the
portant thing about a girl Is her
stalkers themselves.
personality."
Question: What is your idea of
"I like a natural-looking girl
the Ideal girl?
with a sense of humor," Donald
Answers: "She's a non heavy
Baker added. "Personality comes
drinking, non-smoking, non-ugly,
before looks..and I don't like a
non-conceited girl," said Dave
girl who liesl"
Pawlickl, sophomore in Liberal
"My ideal girl has to like the
Arts.
sun," was Ted A rneault's opinion.
Well girls, if you like to drink, "She should have natural ability in
you might get acquainted with Gary something like art or music. She
Baird, sophomore In Liberal Arts
should have a sense of humor, be
who said. "My Ideal girl must
able to confide in somebody, should
like to drlnkl She must also have not be afraid to say what she
long brunette hair, blue eyes,
thinks, and she should not use
be 5' 2" tall, must be very smart
excessive make-up," said Ted,
and a lot of fun."
sophomore in Liberal Arts.
"My Ideal girl is blonde, 5'7"
Tom Klentz, sophomore in Busitall, with a good shape, friendly
ness Administration, sums up his and nice and cuddly," DaveCreidea of perfection in two words-eger said, sophomore in Education.
"Carol Gaumer." She Is his lavaBob Warren's wants were
simple. "She has to be weaker
lier mate.
Michael Miller knew what we than I am and she cannot wear
wanted. "She should be undernylons with runs In theml" said
standing, thoughtful, cute, reasonBob, sophomore In Education.
able, domestic, should take things
I^M^X^M^X^K^

THOUGHTS

Ideal Girl • Do you fit the picture?

Graeber-Nichols

Just In

Friday the 13th comes
on Saturday this month.
Perfect Man - Is this you?

display of affection, but in private
he can be very sloppy."
"Looks and charm aren't very
Important," said Patricia Ann
Gossman, junior in the College of
Liberal Arts, "but he should take
pride in his personal grooming."
Carol Ann Vacca, freshman in
the College of Business Administration, wants a man who will not
look at a woman in terms of other
women he has dated but "will
accept her for her own qualities."
Leslie Szamrey, junior in the
College of Education, was angry
with "men who are looking for a
girl, and not a woman." A man
who fits this category does not
want the "responsibility to take
care of someone else." Men that
think women are after them are

^»^>*><!»^^xS>«*»*o««

usually conceited.
Miss Szamrey added that getting
drunk at a party, "mauled" on
the way back to the residence hall,
and then with a churning stomach
turn to your roommate and say,
"I had a great time," was not
her idea of fun.
A specific religion was not a
requirement among the majority
of the interviewees. An atheist,
however, was termed by one of
the students as "too far out."
From the many different ideas
of the perfect man, it can probably be concluded that there is no
such person. Only one person Interviewed will dispute this. Karol
L. Mchugh, senior in the College
of Education, said the perfect man
is "my husband."

Upperclassmen!
$50.00

Apply now For U.A.O.

i' Jbtfin Jkackto

Membership for Fall, 1967

.«..,-.„ •• /W-. /If* co.-..

Applications available in the

New Glen-Plaid

Activities Office, 3rd floor,

Buy Now - Pay This Summer
We Welcome Your Charge

University Union

Former members:
Please apply now

GRAEBER-NICHOLS
Downtown
109 S. Main

P- 354-787)

\
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Advisers Argue Missile Use
WASHINGTON (AP) -- The nation's top military planners are
in complete disagreement over
setting up an ami- missile defense
system.
For two years, the Joint Chiefs
of Staff have recommended, unanimously, that we push ahead with
the multl- billion dollar program.
Defense Secretary McNamara Insists It would be foolish to do so.
Last March, McNamara went
before a closed- door hearing of the
House Appropriations Subcommittee and presented his arguments.
So did Gen. Earle Wheeler, chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff.
Parts of the testimony were
made public this week revealing
how deep the differences are on
ami-missile defense.
With McNamara sitting nearby,
Wheeler directly challenged the
defense secretary's basic reasons
for opposing what Is generally
referred to as Antl-Ballistic Missiles (A.B.M.).
The system would Involve a
highly complex network of radar
and Interceptor missiles designed
to knock down Incoming longrange missiles. The defense
missiles which would have to be
developed Is called the Nlke-X.
Wheeler told the subcommittee
that the Joint chiefs dispute Mc-

Namara's assumption that Russia
could get through any anti-missile
umbrella by deploying additional
missiles of their own.
Wheeler also disputed the defense secretary's position that an
A.B.M. defense would not reduce
American casualties "In any
meaningful sense," as McNamara
phrased It.
The four-star general said the
Nlke-X system he wants might save
30 to 50 million Americans in a
nuclear exchange. Wheeler said
this would be "meaningful, we
believe. In every sense of the
word."
Wheeler com ended that a U.S.
A.B.M. system would deny the
Soviets any military advamage
which they might exploit In the
world-wide struggle between the
Communist and free nations.
He put It another way by saying
A.B.M. would continue what he
called the "Cuba power environment." This was a reference to
the U.S. ability to force Russia to
withdraw missiles from Cuba in
1962.
Without that same nuclear superiority, Wheeler said, "wethink
It quite clear that we would have
had even more hesitation deploying troops to Vietnam."
The general and Pentagon chief

were at odds, also, on the effectiveness of a missile defense
system the Soviets may build.
Wheeler said an anti-missile
system around Moscow, and perhaps other areas, might cause Russia ro admit it had eroded some
of the American nuclear advantage.
McNamara Insisted that nothing
the Soviets can do would prevent
American missiles from hitting
Moscow.
"If they do not succeed in defending Moscow, that is all there
is to it. They have wasted their
money," he said.
McNamara pointed out If the U.S.
should go ahead with the Nlke-X
program, Russia would have to
react by deploying more offensive missiles. He said the risk
of nuclear war would not diminish
and this country still would lack
significant protection.
Wheeler argued that McNamara
Is not giving enough thought to
what might happen If the U.S.
falls to erect a defense system.
Wheeler
said McNamara's
thinking assumes that Soviet reaction to Nlke-X deployment would
be equal and possible.
But, said Wheeler, the military
chiefs do not pretend to be able
to predict with certainty just how
the Soviets will react. He said,
too, that defensive miss lies around
our major cities would be a deterrent to war.
McNamara Insisted that we
should try to avoid what he called

UAO Committees
Open For Workers
Students Interested in working
on campus events are reminded
that the Union Activities Office
(UAO) Is now accepting applications for next fall In the Activities
Office on the third floor of the
Union.
Students may apply to work on
one of 15 committees.
Office Committee -- Involves
typing, mimeographing and general
office work In the UAO office.
Records Committee--makes a
file system and a folder for each
UAO member.
Publicity Committee -- publlclzes. UAO activities through
posters and other media.
Publications Committee-- informs students of Union activities
and services through, for example,
an activities calendar.
Buckeye Committee--arranges
bowling and billiard clinics, tournaments and bowling leagues.
Games- Hobby Committee -- organlzes instruction and tournaments for bridge, chess and
other table games.
Travel Committee -- maintains
an up-to-date file of rides to and
from campus. This committee also
complies current Information on
travel facilities, schedules and
fares for both this country and
foreign countries.
Special Events Committee —
organizes Homecoming, Spring
Weekend, lectures and special
television showings.
Dance Committee -- conducts auditions, and maintains a
list of Information regarding dance
bands, orchestras and combos for
the benefit of campus groups.
Carnatlon Room Committee -select entertainment for the Carnation Room's weekend dances.
Host Committee — acts as
officlal host for University functions such as the Celebrity Series,
Artist Series, dances, lectures,
debates, dinners and other actlvities. These students would be on
call by President Jerome, the

Student Body president, deans of
colleges, the dean of students and
the alumni affairs director.
Celebrity Program Committeepresents a series of informal concerts In the Ballroom
lecture,
Debate and Review
Commirtee--maimalns an up-todate listing of available lecturers,
speakers and forum leaders on a

variety of topics.
Campus Movie Committee -selects campus movies.
Exhibits Committee-- conducts
exhibits of painting, etchings,
prints, ceramics and other forms
of art In collaboration with the
school of Art and other instructlonal departments of the Unlverslty.

DEADLINES: 5 p.m. Friday for
Tuesdoy's paper, 5 p.m. Monday
lor Wednesday's paper, 5 p.m.
Tuesday lor Thursday's paper,
5 p.m. Wednesday for Friday's
paper

Wanted. Two persons to sub-let
a r from
P«
June-Aug. If interested
cal1
354-8642 for further Info.

RATES: 32« per line, 2 lines
minimum, average 5 words per
hn0
SEND COPY to Classified Depr.,
B-G News, 106 University Hall.
-FOR SALE OR RENT
•
Honda-150cc-'65. Good Condition.
Best offer. Tom, 204 K.C., 3406-,:
<*
For Sale. Mobile Home -65. 10'r
50'. Furnished, air-conditioned.
One block from campus. Phone
353-1652.

LOST

*—"
"—""*"
ECOIU 202 text and notebook. Don
Quixote reader. in library. 3530512 or Jim 431 Thurs./j'16.
BUSINESS AND PERSONAL
It is reported that Brother Paddy
Murphy is on the critical list at
Wood County Hospital.Doctors are
still stymied by his ailment. The
Brothers of SAE are at his bedside around the clock.
;
Greek Week Hurts.

Approved rooms. June and Sept.
Private entrance and bath. 145 S.
Enterprise. Call 353-8241 after 3.
-—
—
For Sale. '61 Austin Mealy. Completely rebuilt transmission; good
condition; nice in Spring. Call ext.
2401 11 ajn^l pjri.
Rooms for Sept. Call 353-5462.

NOM HA -Thanks for letting me Into
the "group"-SY1"B-Elaine.
—
Female desk clerk. Hours, 2-10
p.m„ 6 days a week. Must have
transportation. AmbassadorMotor
Lodge, #5 Ohio Turnpike Interchange. Tel 419-837-5080.
Male graduate student needs room mate for first summer session.
Call 352-7815 after 11 p.m„ Monday-Thursday.

Camera. Canon Pellex, new, must
sell. $240. Call Bill, 353-3973
after 5.

Alpha Chi pledges say: We're proud
of our Queen Carol and Jr. Attendant Cutch.

2 bdrm. apt. for two. Cheap. Inquire at Wms. H., Rm. 2, or
:;reenvlew, Apt. 27.

Congratulations Beta lavaliermate
Sam and Tom. I knew my Genie
would work. Le.

a deadly game of action and reaction. He stuck to his argument
that neither this country nor Russia would gain advantage with antlmlsslles.
The U.S. budget for 1966 already Includes $377 million to start
work on the Nike-X system.
With President Johnson's top

advisers divided on the question,
the final decision whether to go
ahead with the program Is up to
one person, the president himself. The President is holding off
action, pending talks with the Soviets on curbing the arms race
and giving up the Idea of antimissile defenses.

f On Campus

with
j\fex§tokan

<Hy the author of "Rally Round the Flay, Hoy*!"',
"Dobie aillis." etc.)

HOW TO GET A'S
IN ALL YOUR FINAL EXAMS
In today's column, the last of the school year, I don't
intend to be funny. (I have achieved this objective many
times throughout the year, but this time it's on purpose. >
The hour is wrong for levity. Final exams are looming.
Have you got a chance? I say yes! I say America did
not become the world's foremost producer of stove bolts
and cotter pins by running away from u fight!
You will pass your finals! How? By studying. How? By
learning mnemonics.
Mnemonics, the seierce of memory aids, was, as we all
know, invented by the great Greek philosopher Mnemon
in 526 B.C. (This, incidentally, was only one of the inventions of this fertile Athenian. He also invented the house
cat, the opposing thumb, and. most important, the staircase. Before the staircase people were forced willy-nilly
to live out their lives on the ground floor, and many grew
cross as bears. Especially Demosthenes who was elected
Consul of Athens six times but never served because he
was unable to get up to the office of the Commissioner of
Oaths on the third door to be sworn in. But after Mnemon's
staircase, Demosthenes got to the third floor easy as pie
-to Athens' sorrow, as it turned out. Demosthenes, his
temper shortened by years of confinement to the ground
tloor, soon embroiled his countrymen in a series of senseless wars with the Medes, the Persians, and the Los
Angeles Rams. This later became known as the Missouri
Compromise.)

'^MdJ
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But I digress. We were discussing mnemonics, which
are nothing more than aids to memory— little jingles to
help you remember names, dates, and places. For example:
Columbus sailed the ocean blue
In fourteen hundred ninety two.
See how simple? Make up your own jingles. What, for
instance, came after Columbus's discovery of America?
The Boston Tea Party, of course. Try this:
Sam HI I Adams ttany the tea
Into the briny Znyder Zee.
( NOTE: The Zuyder Zee was located in Boston Harbor
until 1S01 when Salmon P. Chase traded it to Holland for
Alaska and two line backers.)
But 1 digress. Let's get back to mnemonics. Like this:
In nineteen hundred sixty seven
I'ersonna Hlades make sliavintj heaven.
I mention Personna because the makers of I'ersonna
Super Stainless Steel Blades are the sponsors of this
column. If I may get a little misty in this, the final column
of the school year, may I say it's been a pleasure working
for Personna? May I say further that it's been an even
greater pleasure working for you, the undergrads of
America? You've been a most satisfactory audience, and
I'm going to miss you this summer. In fact. I'd ask you
all to come visit me except there is no access to my room.
The makers of Personna, after I missed several deadlines,
walled me in. I have no doors or windows-only a mail slot.
I slip the columns out: they slip in Personnas and such
food as can go through a mail slot. (For the past six
months I've been living on after dinner mints.)
I am only having my little joke. The makers of Personna
have not walled me in. for they are good and true and
gleaming and constant -as good and true and gleaming
aim constant as the blades they make-and I wish to state
publicly that I will always hold them in the highest esteem,
no matter how my suit for back wages comes out.
And so. to close the year, 1 give you one last mnemonii :
Study hard and /mss with himtiis.
Ami always short with timid I't istminrs.'
I'irsoiinii and I'ersoiinn's partner in Inxnrv nhavlng.
IliiriniiSliar,.. regular or menthol, hare enjoyed bringing you another year of Mux'* uneensored and tiniuliihilvd column. II e lhank you for mpparlln* our product*:
tre with you luck in your exit ins mid in all your oilier
enterprises.
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Chips Christen Whittaker Track, Win 80-64
By GREG VARLEY
Assistant Sports Editor

CENTRAL MICHIGAN swept the hurdles and the meet, as Whittaker Track saw its first competition. Below Terry Oehrtman
comes from the outside to win the 880, while Mike Weger takes
a long leap in the broad jump. (Photos by Tim Culek.)

Injuries hurt In more ways than
one.
Mel ISrodt, unable to use many
of his top men, was also unable
to pull a victory out of last Saturday's meet with Central Michigan.
Running for the first time on
their new tartan track, the Falcon
clndermen fell, 80-64.
The meet could have been a lot
closer—In fact, may have swung
the other way had it not been for
problems both during and before
the contest.
The most noticeable problem
has been the absence of multievent man Stan Allen, who has been
unable to compete since the Toledo
meet due to a pulled muscle.
Allen's presence may have
pushed some points BG's way but
another major problem was the
Inability of Mike Weger to finish
the high hurdles due to the foul
by a member of the Central squad.
who was later disqualified.
These difficulties, along with the
weather, went a long way toward
determining the outcome.
However, even with these problems, there were a number of
surprising occurrences during the
meet.
Perhaps the most surprising
was Al Falquet winning the 100yard dash over John Smith,
normally a 9.8 runner.
Before the meet coach Brodt
knew that Bowling Green must win
distance events. It looked as If
the sprints were to be dominated
by Central Michigan.
And that is about the way It
went as the Chips took all the
sprints and the hurdles with the
exception of Falquet's performance in the 100.

In the distances the Falcons
didn't do too badly with PaulTalkington becoming one of the few
double winners that BG has seen
this season as he took both the
mile and two mile.
The field events, which have
generally been the most stable of
the events this season, resulted
In only one first place out of the
meet for BG.
Rob Bennett, who set the BG
outdoor pole vault record last
weekend at the Penn Relays, continued to soar to respectable
hleghts--he managed a 14-6 and
first place.
Only one other first was recorded by the Falcons as Terry
Oehrtman won the 880-yard run
with a timing of 1:56,6.
The meet Itself was run under
poor conditions.
A wind that continually cuts
through the open end of the campus
seemed to be Increased Saturday
and carried with It enough cold
breezes to make the contest a chilly
affair.
Clndermen's complaints that a
fence Is needed to cut down on the
wind seem well Justified.
For the most part, the track
seems to be heading toward completion If the weatherman can see
to It that the rains stay away for
awhile. Then the sod Is needed to
finish off the infield.
So now the Birds prepare for
this weekend and a meet with the
Flashes of Kent State and thelr
fantastlc distance man, Sammy
Hair, who earlier this season
turned In a 4:01 mile and set a
two - mile record at the Penn
relays.

DON'T TAKE YOUR HEAVY COATS
& JACKETS HOME - LEAVE THEM
HERE FOR NEXT FALL!
YOUR ENTIRE WINTER SCHOOL WARDROBE
We furnish a convenient hamper which you fill
with your winter woolens. . .

Frosh Stickmen
Beat Denison 14-0

STORED ON HANGERS
We take every garment out of the hamper, clean
and Inspect it, then store it in our vault on an
Individual hanger.

The freshman lacrossers of
coach Mike Katon returned from
Denison with a one-sided 14-0
win last Saturday.
The Falcon stickers dominated
the action to finish their season
3-2. After a strong second-half
performance last week, the frosh
started to work on the hosts early,
scoring within the first minute.
"Denison did not have a particularly good team," commented
the coach. "But don't take anything away from our team. They
really came Into their own."
The Falcons also had their best
defensive and mldfield showing
of the season according to coach
Katon. Bill Burch and Glenn Voss
teamed up to turn back all the
Denison shots that managed to
penetrate the active defense.
Jack Ross led the Falcon scoring
parade with an Impressive total
of seven goals. Joe Zimmerman
added three scores and Jack
Thompson two.
John Dohms and Sal /anf ardtno
rounded out the offensive show with
one goal each.
Dohms led the frosh in assists
with four, followed closely by Art
Halperln who set up three goals.
Thompson chipped In with another
two assists.
The Falcons sped to a 3-0 lead
after one period and increased the
margin to 5-0 at the half. They
closed out the encounter by adding
nine goals In the last half.

NOTHING TO PAY 'TIL FALL
Your garments spend a safe summer with us,
protected from every danger. In the Fall they are
pressed and returned beautifully refreshed.

Olympic Stars Face Sex Tests
TEHRAN, Iran (AP)« Athletes
competing In the 1968 Mexico City
Olympics will have to undergo
medical tests to prove their sex.
The International Olympic Committee also has ordered contestants
to swear they will not turn professional within one year of the
games.
Sources at the committee meeting here, say athletes who sign
the pledge and then turn professional may lose their medals, but
no final ruling has been formally
announced.
The medical checks are designed

to avoid disagreements like the
ones that arose last year in the
European championships. Several
Russian women refused to compete
and others protested the examinations.
The Olympic Committee also
says doctors will be on the alert
for dope, stimulants and drugs
that increase muscle size.
Final decisions on the new election procedures for Olympic officials and the division of television money are expected yesterday.

COLUMBUS, OHIO FIRM INTERVIEWS
ACCOUNTING GRADUATES
Columbus and Southern Ohio Electric Company has
positions available for college graduates with major in
Accounting ot their Columbus office.
Sales and net income of the Company have nearly
doubled in the last ten years. This rate of growth is expected to continue into the foreseeable future. Capitalization of the Company presently is in excess of $240,000,000. Its Common Shares are listed on the New York
Stock Exchange.
For personal interviews, call Mr. Lambert of the
Electric Company collect. Phone-614-228-6411, Ext. 681-

TRY THIS NEW WAY
TO STORE
WINTER GARMENTS
STUDENT RATE 2^5
This Includes Insurance protection up to $250.00.
Plus usual cleaning charges.
(Fur or Fur Trim articles excluded).
• FINEST INSURED' SAFE PROTECTION
-A- MORE CLOSET SPACE FOR SUMMER
ir STORE YOUR WINTER WARDROBE
AT ONE LOW BULK-RATE PRICE

NOTHING TO PAY UNTIL FALL
BURNETT-SEGALL

SANITARY
Dry Cleaners
PHONE 353-4494

Across from Harshman Hall.
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Falcons Chill EMU 8-3
For 12th Non-League Win
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BOB MALTARICH, the "most improved" Falcon player
in spring football practice, collected his trophy on
crutches. (Photo by Phi Bovier.)
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Spring Momentos:
Trophy, Crutch
By TOM MNE
Sports Editor
A wooden crutch lies across the unmade bed, a gold trophy Is perched
on the book shelf, and a bad left knee Is stretched out In front of Bob
Maltarlch's 6-2, 185-pound frame.
Bowling Green's most Improved player from this season's spring
workouts is an ironical choice, and If you take Bob's word for It,
and unlikely one.
Last Saturday at halftlmeof the Brown and White fame, the sophomore
defensive back was all set to head back to Harshman rather than sit
through the Intermission ceremonies.
"I had planned to leave," Maltarlch said, "but then I figured I'd
stay to watch the second half."
Between quarters, a mild surprise.
"You're not kiddin' -- I was surprised to get that trophy," he grinned
while rubbing the Injured left knee.
But the Maltarlch story Is Ironical In other ways, too.
As a freshman two seasons back, he came to Bowling Green through
his quarterbacklng credentials.
At East Liverpool, Bob was recognized as a top college prospect
-- but so was a guy named P. J. Nyltray from Toledo.
So after the freshman year Maltarlch was switched to defensive
back, and played behind another BG football player of pretty fair
caliber: Mike Weger.
But with Weger gone, and Nyltray firmly entrenched on the offensive
unit, the road was clear for M altarlch.
Or so he thought until one more teammate got in his way ... halfback Fiddle Colettl threw a block Into Maltarlch's leg during the last
spring practice session, and with the block went the knee ligaments.

By TIM CHURCHILL
Assistant Sports Editor
Coach Dick Young's baseball
team continued Its onslaught on
non-conference opposition yesterday by drubbing Eastern Michigan
8-3 before a small, chilled crowd.
The victory was the Falcons 12th
against teams outside the MidAmerican Conference, compared
to three losses and a tie. Bowling Green's overall mark now
stands at 17-6-1.
Moe Beard, sporting a 0.78
earned run average going Into the
game, got the nod from Young to
start his third game of the season,
and for th .• seven Innings he worked
he was more than Impressive. He
struck out 10, walked one, and
allowed just three hits.
After giving up a pair of I > loop
singles in the first inning, Beard
didn't allow another Huron to reach
base until Pete Casteel was safe
when Roger Doty dropped a third
strike, Casteel safe at first on
Dory's error.
The only run the Hurons got off
Beard came in the seventh when
Jim Finn walked as a pinch-hitter, went to third on Tom Allen's pinch single, and came home
on a sacrifice fly by Dave Heneger.
Bowling Green jumped off to a
4-0 lead In the first Inning, combining three hits with a pair of
walks. Doty singled with one out
(It was his first in his last 15
trips to the plate) and went to
third on a perfectly executed hltand - run single by Bill Becker.
EMU starter Bill Glffin then
struck out Ted Rose, but followed
with walks to Dan Godby and Russ
Hagerty, with Hagerty getting
credit for "driving home" Doty.
With two outs and the sacks
full, second baseman Warren
Balrd, who has been having more
than his share of problems at the
plate, lined a three-base hit
to the fence In right centerfleld
to clear the bases.
Glffin then walked Barry, BG's
fourth free pass of the game, and
Beard bounced one to the thirdbaseman Joe Wright. Wrlghtthrew
the ball Into the dirt, past the
first-sacker, however and Hagerty
scored-- Barry moving to third.
Glffin compounded his troubles

This afternoon the Falcons will
host Spring Arbor College starting at 3:30 pjn. John Frobose
or Doug Huwer may get the call
to pitch for the Falcons.

.
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LEFT FIELDER John Clay took a long look at this Moe Beard
pitch, and then Sat down. The Falcons toppled Eastern Michigan 8-3 yesterday afternoon as Beard collected 10 strikeouts.

A
PMUAI-S
A^2-?2 oz. Pepsi on every\
Monday Night
with large Pizza order
Free City Wide Delivery
Plus

WALT DISNEY'S

THIS COUPON WORTH

THIS COUPON WORTH

"Bullwhip Griffin"
"WHO'S AFRAID
OF VIRGINIA W00LF'

Malin Wagner came on to pitch
In the eigth for the Falcons, and
disposed of the Hurons with no
trouble. In the ninth, though, his
one wlldness got him into a little
trouble, and Eastern touched him
for a pair of runs, one of which
was unearned.

REAL ITALIAN PIZZA

CLA-ZEL

Wed. - Sot. - May 17-20
Winner of 5 Oscars, Including
BEST ACTRESS & SUPPORTING ACTRESS
TAYLOR & 8URT0N

straight batters, was touched for
his first run since the Ohio State
game In the seventh.

PAGLIAI'S PIZZA

"At least I think it's Just the ligaments," says Bob with a furrowed
brow.
"Anyway, It'll be okay by next year -- 1 know that."
But when Maltarlch says he "knows" his knee will be ready, he says
It with crossed fingers.
"Knees are the most vulnerable spot on your body," he admits,
and adds that "it's hard to tell Just how serious It Is."
But signs point to rapid recovery, which comes as welcome news
to both Maltarlch and football coach Bob Gibson.
"I'm getting rid of the crutch sometime this week," reports Maltarlch, and though he still will limp, at least, It's a start.

PLAYING THRU
SATURDAY

by wild-pitching Barry home and
Beard to second, but he did get
Bob White to go down swinging.
Doty then worked Glffin for another walk to put runners on
second and first. Becker drove
Glffin from the mound by ripping
a triple to the base of the centerfield fence, scoring Beard and
Doty.
Rick Krumm came in to relieve
f oi the Hurons, and barely escaped
cotastrophy when Rose lifted a
long fly ball which the rlghtfielder
caught in front of the fence to
retire the side.
Beard, after putting down nine

THIS COUPON WORTH

25*
on any
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I Pagliai's Pizza \ \ Pagliai's Pizza
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5 Coupons good on delivery
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Coupons good on delivery

353-1444
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Pagliai's Pizza j
Coupons good on delivery !

